CCA’s and DER’s:

Opportunities for Early Action
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About Us

Who are we?
Blue Strike Environmental is a new national consulting firm that is focused on supporting a
rapid transition to a sustainable economy through comprehensive net zero community strategies.
We provide stakeholder engagement, project management, and consulting services to businesses,
government agencies, and community organizations seeking to build a stronger triple bottom line.
We help our clients manage the sustainability process from start to finish.
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www.bluestrikeenvironmental.com

Chris Sentieri

Climate Solutions Manager
Blue Strike Environmental

Brief Introduction
• Clean Energy and Environmental Policy
Consultant, specializing in:
•

Climate & Energy Action Planning

•

Community Choice Aggregation

•

Local Program Development

•

Community Engagement

•

Data Systems & Management

•

GHG Accounting

• Senior Project Manager for the EBCE
Local Development Business Plan Project
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CALIFORNIA’S CCA INDUSTRY IS SCALING RAPIDLY
What role will distributed energy resources play?
Meeting CCA Goals and Targets
We know DER’s can play a key role in
meeting RPS and GHG goals.

Providing Flexible Local Capacity
We see an emerging role for DER’s to
fulfill Resource Adequacy needs.

Enhancing the CCA Value Proposition
DER’s will also provide new ways for
CCA’s to define their “value add.”

$$
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Enabling Active Risk Management
We’d also like to see DER’s playing a more
central role in Risk Management.

MANDATES AND MARKET FORCES ARE CREATING OPPORTUNITIES
CCA’s can lead the way on beneficial DER deployment
Public Policy

CCA’s are subject to a number
of legislative mandates and
new regulations (i.e., SB350,
AB2514) that require a
proactive approach to DER
planning and deployment.

Peaker Plants

Accelerated decline/retirement
of California’s network of fossil
fuel-fired peaker plants presents
substantial (but fleeting)
opportunities for CCA DER
deployment.
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Market Trends

Resource Adequacy and Natural
Gas commodity prices are high
and trending upwards, while the
costs of clean, dispatchable
DER’s (i.e., battery storage) is
declining rapidly.

Dispatchability

Virtual Power Plant technology is
maturing, and can enable CCA’s to
aggregate, monitor, and control
(“dispatch”) a network of DER’s to
reduce procurement costs, mitigate
market risks, and create new revenue
streams (i.e., DRAM).

“KICKING THE CAN” ON DER PLANNING IS RISKY
Waiting = Opportunity Cost
Low Hanging Fruit

Many feasible DER strategies are low-risk,
high-reward opportunities for CCA’s that do
not require a credit rating or significant
capital investments by the CCA.

Basic Economics
The Net Present Value (NPV) of reducing
risk and lowering operational costs through
strategic DER programming today is greater
than it will be tomorrow.
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Risk Mitigation

Market volatility, extreme weather events,
and natural disasters represent risks to
CCA’s that can be mitigated with strategic
DER deployment (i.e., extreme LMP prices,
heat waves, wildfires, etc.).

Shifting Sands
State and Federal policies supporting the
advancement of DER deployment are in
flux, and valuable incentives that are
available to support these projects now
may not be later (i.e., ITC, PTC, SGIP, etc.).

Opportunities for Early Action on CCA DER Programing
Work with what you have to develop a network of local DER’s

Internal Capacity Building

Strategic Staffing, Integrated Data Platform,
Caucus w/CCA’s to learn from their experience,
RFQ’s for Vendors and Service Providers.

Strategic Planning

Using internal resources and/or external
consultants to assess needs and
opportunities, and develop a roadmap.

Enhanced NEM

Incentivizing beneficial BTM DER deployment
through advanced program designs (i.e.,
Community Benefit Adders).

Enhanced FIT

Accelerating beneficial FTM DER deployment to
increase local RE supplies and flexible capacity.
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Demand-side Management

Active load-shaping through targeted Energy
Efficiency and Demand Response can lower
operational costs and stabilize CCA rates.

Fossil Fuel Switching

Transportation and Building Electrification
strategies can create new revenues and yield
significant social and environmental benefits.

Collaborative Procurement

Can reduce risk, lower costs, and overcome
issues relating to lack of credit (e.g., Peaker
Plants, Community Shared Solar+Storage).

Direct Investment

Strategies that create new relationships with local
stakeholders to spur innovative DER projects can
be effective (e.g., providing innovation grants).

Collaboration and Knowledge Transfer are Crucial
Leveraging the experiences of previous CCA’s is key
EBCE’s LDBP
EBCE’s Local Development Business Plan is a
treasure trove of valuable insights, analysis,
and program designs that CCA’s can leverage
as a ”playbook” for DER strategies.

Existing
CCA Resources

The CEC is supporting a number of
advanced CCA DER projects that will yield
actionable case studies and toolkits that
other CCA’s can utilize.

Super JPA

The CalCCA-led effort to form a “Super
JPA” that can leverage the combined
economies of scale of several CCA’s to
lower costs and diffuse risk through
collaborative procurement.

Collaborative
Procurement

MCE’s EEBP

MCE’s Energy Efficiency Business Plan
is an extensive resource for CCA’s
pursuing cost-effective EE strategies.

SCP’s Drive EV & AER

SCP’s Drive EV program is an excellent
example of a strategic transportation
electrification strategy, and their Advanced
Energy Rebuild program is a model best
practice for collaboration with the IOU.
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CEC Grant-funded Projects

Oakland Clean Energy Initiative

EBCE’s recent joint procurement with PG&E on
the OCEI initiative to replace an aging peaker
plant is an important case study and emerging
best practice for CCA’s.

UNLOCKING DER POTENTIAL WITH INTEGRATED CCA DATA
Program Management
•
•
•
•

Data-driven program development
Track program performance (EM&V)
Reduce risk through P4P contracting
Create automated processes for
application & rebate processing

Data Management & Analytics
•
•
•
•

Customer Engagement
•
•
•
•

Connect customers with data & programs
Empower CSR’s & CRM’s with data
Create a digital marketplace experience
Reward customers for load shaping

Hire data-focused staff & consultants
Build in-house data platform incrementally
Mine the data for value & insights
Forecasting, rate design, & settlements

$$
Innovation & Risk Management
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• Develop customized rate designs & DR programs
• Establish & aggregate a network of
dispatchable assets (Virtual Power Plant)
• Support agile & sophisticated schedule coordination
• Enable advanced billing processes, dynamic pricing,
& transactive energy paradigms

DATA-DRIVEN DER PLANNING & IMPLEMENTATION

INTEGRATE

Collecting/integrating multiple
data sources will provide a solid
foundation to build successful
local programs
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ANALYZE

Big data analytics will
provide insights that match
the technology with the
right customers

IMPLEMENT

This data platform can
facilitate cost-effective
implementation of a wide
range of local DER programs

REPORT

Clear communication of
program outcomes to the CCA’s
Staff, Board, and Customers is
a critical part of the process.

CA’s Network of Fossil Fuel-fired Peaker Plants is Faltering
Why is this an opportunity for CCA DER deployment?
CCA’s Need Flexible Local Capacity

CCA’s Have a Mandate for Storage

CCA’s can meet Resource Adequacy
needs with new, flexible, local resources
such as Energy Storage, Demand
Response, Energy Efficiency, and
Distributed Generation, while
supporting California’s clean energy and
climate protection goals.

The potential for new CCA’s to secure
their Energy Storage mandate through
these procurements is significant,
especially for new/emerging CCA’s who
do not yet have established credit
ratings.

CCA’s & IOU’s Have Common Goals
The opportunity to work collaboratively
with IOU’s to enhance system
reliability, reduce dependence on fossil
fuels, and create positive outcomes for
all California ratepayers is substantial
and important.
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AB
2514

CO2e

GHG Reductions are a CCA Priority
Fossil Fuel-fired peaker plants are a
significant source of GHG’s and other
point source emissions, and replacing
them with smart, clean, distributed,
and local resources can provide
substantial climate protection and air
quality benefits.

LDBP Vision Statement
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Overview: Stage 1 Programs & Pilots

*Note- This is based on recent historical NEM installations in Alameda County, because the impact of the EBCE Enhanced NEM Community Benefit
Adders is unknown. The Mid-term LDBP Assessment will provide the data necessary to validate and project the impact of the Enhanced NEM
program elements (i.e., Community Benefit Adders).
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